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MON'T PANIC - JUST WATCH TV111

CASE STUDY ON NUCLEAR ELECTRIC'S NEW EMERGENCY MEDIA PR STRATEGY

Doug McRoberts, NE Media Relations Manage

First, a true story ....

Dateline: Oxfordshire, England, September 1985. It's early afternoon on a peaceful, sunny Saturday.
Leaning on the bus stop, the football fan watches idly as his local nuclear plant seethes with activity -
police cordons, shielding equipment, environmental monitoring vehicles. It's obviously an exercise.

That's when the TV crew screeches to a halt, right beside the bus stop. The reporter gets it in one take
...there's serious concern here. We've seen special equipment and scientists in heavy protective

clothing preparing for the worst. The authorities are clearly taking the threat seriously, and we do not
expect to be able to report from this location again. Doug McRoberts, BBC News, Harwell ......

It's real - and the fan, white-faced, runs for home....

We had to chase him, and try to get him to understand that it really was an exercise. I'd just left the
BBC, and the nuclear industry had just learnt a salutary lesson. Play the media for real, and the
exercise itself becomes real. People believe TV. Real TV, real broadcasters - and real panic.

Ten years on, TV news technology has advanced with almost ightening speed. Digital
microprocessors have ensured that there can be live images of you and your plant on national TV
before you're even aware you have a problem. And real disasters have provided valuable lessons
too....

VIDEOTAPE - BAND f. PIPER A, LONDON RAIL CRASH, EO(ON VALDEZ

Learningpoints: TVgetsverycloseveryquicklymediaconcentrateonhumantragedymediaresource
is overwhelmingly large and very rapid; images and sounds of death, pain and worry are powerful
within hours, explanations and graphic analysis are broadcast - with or without official input.

That's the reality - and even that has been superseded by new digital technology, as anyone watching
CNN's Gulf War coverage knows. Another reality is that only TV and radio can effectively communicate
key near-real-time information to concerned members of the public - particularly important in nuclear
incidents, where rapid and continuous information flow on fall-out, wind direction and evacuation may
be vital. In situations like that, hundreds of newspaper reporters are a major logistics problem - but TV
and radio reporters are your only real allies. Public information lines cannot be relied on, because
telephone systems crash - as happened in the UK in the hours following the Zeebrugge ferry disaster,
and in Sweden following the loss of the "Estonia".

Here's how not to do it - a Nuclear Electric exercise at Hartlepool Power Station four years ago ....



VIDEOTAPE - BAND 2 HARTLEPOOL EXERCISE

Learning points: Unrealistically tame media (no realjournalists); four-hour response far too late; no live
TV; four !) telephones for public and press - none ringing!

So that was the problem. The answer was not to improve the existing PR emergency plan, but to scrap
it and produce a completely new one. And given the importance of TV, that's where we started learning
lessons. Let's take a more in-depth look at another real disaster, when a Boeing 737, with one of its
two engines on fire, crashed short of the runway on Btain's busiest motorway, the Ml. Rescue crews
were there within minutes - but so were the TV cameras....

VIDEOTAPE - BAND 3 UK Ml AIRLINER DISASTER

Learning points: RAF helicopters landing on motorway graphically illustrate disruption of normal
life; eyewitnesses grabbed and interviewed early.

Wthin an hour of the crash, TV news knew in detail the real cause of the disaster (days ahead of the
official enquiry) from cockpit/ground recordings - and reporters were instructed to interview eyewitnesses
specifically on which engine had been on fire (the pilot shut down the wrong engine on his approach).

In developing our nuclear PR strategy, we obviously had to go to the experts. So we asked BBC, ITN,
Sky News and CNN how they would cover a nuclear emergency - and then we worked with them to
develop a strategy which would ensure that we could meet their needs. I won't bore you with the details
- the whole process took two years and is fully described in the extended Conference Paper provided.

KEY POINTS: There were three key audiences - the media, the public round our power
stations, and our regulators.

By developing the whole strategy alongside the national broadcast news organisations, we have a
product which now meets their needs - they know they will have immediate and continuous information
flows, and access to the right places and people at the right time. We have helicopter contracts not
only to get our technical experts to the affected station, but also our chairman, CEO, and more technical
experts and PR professionals to the media.

And we've found that by working like this alongside the media, we've built up trust in our company even
in its routine operations. They asked for advance briefing - we produced our media kits. They asked
to be involved in exercises - they now take part, playing themselves.

At each of our power stations, local community liaison committees are regularly consulted on
emergency arrangements. They too were involved in developing the new strategy. They asked for
more information in an easier-to-use form. So we developed our Station Calendars - pretty month-by-
month landscapes on one side, and step-by-step emergency information on the reverse. It ensures
regular, updated contact with all our neighbours at least once a year. They asked for easier-to-
understand INES leaflets. So the UK nuclear utilities got together to do it. They asked to take part in
our exercises. So we said yes. And we found that here, too, we were building up public trust just by
working along with our neighbourhood communities.
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Training is all-important. Two-day Media Crisis "masterclasses" are hosted by Nuclear Electric at BBC
TV;s national training centre - an IAEA OSART team highlighted this as a "good performance"; these
include full-scope TV training, input from PR professionals who have been in the front line on rail, air
and ferry disasters, and a seminar with a Professor of Psychology on the stress symptoms of crisis and
how to plan around their inevitable effects.

And, of course, the strategy is tested. It is regularly subjected to inter-organisational peer review at the
UK Government's Emergency Planning College - and it is an integral part of full-scope emergency
exercises, which must satisfy our third key audience, the regulators.

VIDEOTAPE - BAND 4 VIYLFA EXERCISE

Learning points: This is how to do it. Live continuous TV and newswire coverage, using real
broadcasters andiournalists; media-trained technical experts and PR professionals responding rapidly
and continuously to the broadcast media; local people (farmer, pensioner) are involved in exercise roles
and interviewed on T, realistic tense press conference; illicit TV camera shots of controlled areas; TV
crew inally allowed to film on the station provides the fst real reassurance that things are maybe not
so bad ...

That was the exercise which first demonstrated the value of continuous briefing, and of full use of TV -
a vital part of Nuclear Electric's new strategy which has already been described by an IAEA OSART

team as a "good practice".

We've learned a lot. The result is a vastly-improved emergency PR response plan. Developing it has
enhanced trust and credibility with our local communities and with the national and regional media;
exercising it has enhanced working contacts and relationships with professionals in other key
organisations. It works.


